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Introduction
The Union List of Serials and New Serial Titles have rendered indispensable
services to librarians and scholars. Their main purpose is to function as princi-
pal sources of information regarding the serial resources of American libraries.
In spite of that fact, the manner of compiling such lists has not enabled them to
meet the problems of providing comprehensive information about foreign serials,
especially those written in a non-Roman alphabet such as the Arabic serials.
The inadequacies in American bibliographical services are clearly evident.
For example, the New Serial Titles and the central catalogs of many libraries
were unable until just recently to report Arabic language publications. The Union
List of Serials and the catalogs of many American libraries reported their holdings
of Arabic periodicals under the Western translated form of the title and not under
the Arabic transliterated form, for example under Academie arabe, Damascus.
la Revue and not under al Majma' al 'ilmi al-'Arab, Damascus. Majallat, under
l'Egypte contemporaine, and Journal of Modern Education and not under Misr al
Mu'asirah and Majallat al-tarbiyah al-hadithah.
The inefficiency of this method has been expressed by American librarians
and scholars of Arabic studies who were interviewed by this writer. The interviews
were conducted as one step of compiling data for a Ph.D. dissertation submitted
to the University of Illinois Graduate School of Library Science on Arabic Library
Resources in the United States.
Purposes of the Union List
The need for the preparation of a union list of serials written in the
Arabic language was expressed by all librarians, scholars, and students of
Arabic studies. The Union List of Arabic Serials has been compiled to answer
the following needs and purposes:
i. The need for fillXng the gap already existing in this area of
resources.
2. The desirability of listing serial titles published in the Arabic
language.
3. The presentation of the serial resources of the large Arabic
collections in the United States libraries not included anywhere.
4. A contributory appendix to the 3d edition of the Union List of
Serials.
5. A tool for catalogers and reference librarians,
Scope of the Union List
The titles listed in this compilation are serials so far as can be determined.
The serial publications which were written mainly or wholly in the Arabic language
are included. In general, the following classes are excluded: newspapers, loose-
leaf publications, books in parts, municipal government serial records, publisher's
series, and government publications except periodicals issued by the government
administrative reports of government agencies and official gazettes. More than
400 titles were compiled for inclusion in this Union List. The information on
holdings is as of June 1963.
Form of Entry
The compiled serials titles are listed under entries cataloged and trans-
literated in accordance with the rules for entry and Arabic transliteration con-
tained in A. L. A. Cataloging Rules 2 and Cataloging Rules of the American Library
Association and the Library of Congress, Additions and Changes 1949-1958. 3
The Arabic entries are listed alphabetically according to the letters of the
English alphabet. They follow generally the form used in the Union List of Serials
and New Serial Titles.
Bibliographical Description and Verification
The bibliographical data indicated below are provided whenever the information
is readily available. The name of an issuing body is given in parentheses following the
title. The place of publication is provided and the beginning and ending Qf serials
is stated in terms of dates assigned to the first and last issues. Some essential
bibliographical details are described in notes, and the frequency of publication is
also given whenever possible.
3The compiled titles are checked against the following four bibliographical
aids for the purpose of verification.
1. Philippe de Tarrazi. Tarikh al-Sahafah al-'Arabiyah. Beirut,
1931-33, Vol. 4.
This periodical guide was compiled by Viscount Philippe de Tarrazi,
Librarian of the National Library, Beirut, Lebanon. The list was
gathered with the intention of constituting one volume in the.authorrs
series of four volumes dealing with the history of the Arabic press.
In 1933, the American University of Beirut published the list in its
series of publications on social sciences dealing with the Arab world.
The compiler stated that he had listed every Arabic journal pub-
lished anywhere in the world. The guide lists 3, 023 Arabic news-
papers and periodicals which had appeared between 1800 and 1929.
The entries in the list are arranged in geographical order followed
by a chronological arrangement. Every entry in the list has infor-
mation as to the title, the original editorship, and the date of
founding. Any changes in the place of publication or editor are noted
in the footnotes. Important information concerning the life of a
periodical or a newspaper and the frequency of publication of a
periodical are lacking.
2. Abd al-Razzaq al-Hasani, Tarikh al-Sahafah al-'Iraqiyah.
Rev. ed. Baghdad, Matba'at al-zahra', 1957.
The book lists Arabic periodicals which were published in Iraq
before the end of 1933. The periodicals are treated thoroughly
in this book in dealing with the history of Iraqi journalism. The
description given to every title makes this list very useful for
library purposes.
3. Tetuan. Niyabat al-Tarbiyah wa al-Thaqafah. Fihris Khizanat
al-Suhuf al-'Arabiyah li-Mantiqat al-Himayah. Tetuan, Dar
al-Tiba'ah, 1953.
This list contains the holdings of Tetuan Public Library in Morocco
up to 1953. It gives helpful bibliographical information as to the title,
a brief annotation, the date of founding, editor, frequency of publica-
tion, and the holdings of the Library.
4. Cairo. Dar al kutub. Qism al-Faharis. Fihris al-Dawriyat
al-'Arabiyah al-Lati Taqtaniha al-Dar. Cairo, 1961-63. 2 vols.
4The book lists the holdings of Arabic periodicals which were re-
ceived by the Egyptian National Library before the end of 1958.
There are 2, 194 items listed. Of these entries 1,178 titles are
magazines and periodicals. The entries are arranged alphabeti-
cally in volume one. Bibliographical information, such as the
date of foundation, place of publication, editor, and frequency of
publication are supplied for each entry. Holdings and their
accession numbers are indicated, too. This information is sup-
plemented by three helpful indexes which constitute volume two.
In the first index, items are arranged by the place and frequency
of publication; in the second one, entries are arranged chrono-
logically; and in the third, titles are arranged according to their
subjects.
Holdings
In general the holdings are shown in the summarized form used in the Union
List of Serials and the New Serial Titles. A plus (+) at the end of any holding
indicates that the library expects to continue to receive issues of the title.
Brackets [] are used to designate that volumes or years are not complete.
(PL-480) at the end of a title indicates that the title is assumed to be received
by each of the libraries listed below through the Public Law 480 Program. The
Program started in 1962 with twelve libraries receiving materials from the
United Arab Republic, and was extended later to include twenty libraries. These
are:
The Library of Congress
Boston College
Brandeis University










New York Public Library
Portland State College
Princeton University





1. El-Hadi, Mohamed M. '"Arabic Library Resources in the United
States: An Investigation of their Evolution, Status and Technical Problems. "
Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation prepared for the University of Illinois
Graduate School of Library Science, 1964.
2. American Library Association, Division of Cataloging and Classification.
A.L.A. Cataloging Rules for Author and Title Entries. 2d ed. Chicago,
American Library Association, 1949.
3. American Library Association, Division of Cataloging and Classification.
Cataloging Rules of the American Library Association and the Library of Congress.
Additions and Changes, 1949-1958. Washington, Library of Congress, 1959.
Abbreviations and Symbols
CLU University of California Library, Los Angeles, Calif.
CStf-H Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, Stanford, Calif.
CU University of California Library. Berkeley, Calif.
CTH Hartford Seminary Foundation Library. Hartford, Conn.
CTY Yale University Library. New Haven, Conn.
DLC Library of Congress. Washington, D. C.
ICU University of Chicago Library. Chicago, Ill.
IU University of Illinois Library. Urbana, Ill.
MB Boston Public Library. Boston, Mass.
MH Harvard College Library. Cambridge, Mass.
MIU University of Michigan Library. Ann Arbor, Mich.
MIU-L University of Michigan, Law Library. Ann Arbor, Mich.
NjP Princeton University Library. Princeton, N.J.
NN New York Public Library. New York, N.Y.
NNC Columbia University Library. New York, N.Y.
NNC-T Teachers College Library. New York, N.Y.
UU University of Utah Library. Salt Lake City, Utah
+ Currently received (opened entry)
[] Incomplete volumes or years
n. d. No date of publication
n.p. No place of publication
no. Number
PL-480 Public Law 480 Program
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al-Abhath. (American University of Beirut) Beirut, 1948+ [quarterly]
CLU 6+ MH 1+
CSt-H [1-4] MIU 1+
CU 2+ NN 6+
CTY 1+ NNC 1+
DLC [2-4], 5, [6], 10+ NjP 1+
al-Abhath al-ijtima'iyah. Beirut, 1945+
MIU [2-3]
Abu al-Hawl. Cairo, 1893-1900. [weekly]
CSt-H 2 (J1. 1894-Jc. 1895)
Academie arabe, Damascus. La Revue.
See--al-Majma' al-'ilmi al-'Arabi, Damascus. Majallat
L'Academie Fouad ler de langue arabe, Cairo. La Revue.
See--Majma' al-lughah al-'Arabiyah, Cairo. Majallat.
L'Acad6mie royal de langue arabe, Cairo. La Revue.
See--Majma' al-lughah al-'Arabiyah, Cairo. Majallat
al-Adab. Beirut, 1953+ [monthly]
CSt-H [1]+ MIU 1+
CU 1+ NNC 2+
CTH 11+ NjP 3+
MH 1+
al-Adab. Cairo, 1956+ [monthly] (PL-480)
CTH 6+ NjP 1-3, 5-6+
MH 1
al-Adab; majallat al-adab wa-al-Fikr fi al-'alam al-'Arabi.
Beirut, 1962+
DLC 1+ MH 1+
ICU 1+
al-Adab wa al-fann. London, 1943 -46? [monthly]
DLC (1944-46) NN (1943-46)
al-Adib. Beirut, 1942+ [monthly]
CSt-H 1+ NN 1+
DLC [1-9]+ NNC 13+
ICU 1+ NjP 1+
MH 1, [18 ]+ UU 21+
MIU 20+
Afaq. Beirut, 1958+ [quarterly]







al-Ahad. Beirut, 1950+ [weekly] (PL-480)
CSt-H yr. 1, no. 1-6+ DLC [1962]+
(Oc.30-De.4, 1950)
nos. 408-615 (No. 30, 1958+
De. 30-1962)
al-Ahkam al -Shar 'iyah.
See -- Majallat al-ahkam al-shar'iyah
Ahl al-naft. Baghdad, 1951?+ [monthly].
DLC 1951-53, 1955-57. NjP 1952+
al-Ahram al-iqtisadi. Cairo, 1950+ [monthly] (PL-480)
CSt-H Ja. 1959+ UU 1961+
DLC [Je.1954-De. 1961]+
al-Akha'. Cairo, 1924-1934. [monthly]
CSt-H 4 (no. 1), 9 (nos. 3, 8-10), 10 (no. 1)
Akhbar al-tadhkirah al-shahriyah. Paris, 1826? -[n.d. ]
NN 1826.
Akhbar al-Wilayat al-Muttahidah. Beirut, 1951+ [biweekly]
CSt-H 1 (no. 23), April 1951
Akhir sa'ah. Cairo [n. d. ]+ [weekly] (PL-480)
DLC 1944-58, 1960+ UU 1962+
al-Akhlaq; majallat adabiyah tarikhiyah ruwa'iyah taswiriyah
fukahiyah. New York, 1920-35? [monthly]
NN 1-8, 9 (nos. 4, 6-11), 10, 11 (nos. 6,8-10)
12-13, 14 (nos. 7,9-12), 15 (nos. 2-4)
al-'Alam al-'Arabi. Cairo, 1947+ [monthly]
DLC 1955+
al-'Alam al-Islami. Istanbul, 1916-[n.d.] [weekly]
CSt-H 1 (nos. 2, 6-7, 22), 2 (nos. 7-8, 11-12)
3 (nos. 1, 2)
al-'Alam al-Islami. Cairo, 1949+ [monthly] (PL-480)
al-'Alam al-jadid.
See also--al-Majallah al-'Arabiyah
al-'Alam al-jadid. New York, 1910-[n.d.] [monthly]
NN 3 (nos. 3-12), 6 (no. 10), 7 (no. 5)
'Alam al-maktabat. Cairo, 1958+ [ 3 nos. a yr.] (PL-480)
CLU 1+ IU 1+
CSt-H 1 + M-H 1+
CU 1+ MIlU 1+
DLC 1+ NjP 1+
ICU 1+ NN 1+
NNC 1+
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al-'Alamat al-tijariyah (U.A.R. Wizarat al-Tijarah wa al-Sina'ah. (PL-480)
Maslahat al-tashri' al-tijari wa al-milkiyah al-sina'iyah)
Cairo, 1940+ [monthly]
Aleppo. Gurfat al-Tijarah. al-Majmu'ah'al-iqtisadiyah.
Aleppo, 1918.w[n.d.] [annual ]
CSt-H 35 (1953)
Alexandria. al-Ghurfah al-Tijariyah al-Lubnaniyah al-Misriyah.
al-Nashrah al-iqtisadiyah. Alexandria, [n. d.] [annual]
CSt-H (1952)
Alexandria. al-Ghurfah al-Tijariyah al-Misriyah.
See -- Ghurfat al-Iskandiriyah
Alexandria. Jami'at. Taqwim Jami'at al-Iskandariyah.
Alexandria [n. d.] [annual]
CSt-H 1957, 58
_. _. Kulliyat al-Adab. Majallat. Alexandria, 1943-54.
[annual]
DLC 1-8, 11-14 MH 1+
_ . Kulliyat al-Huquq. Majallat.
See - - Majallat al-Huquq
Alf Sinf. Cairo, 1925-1931.. [weekly]






See--al-Jam'iyah al-suriyah li-iktisab al-'ulum wa al-Furnun,
Beirut
al-Amani al-qawmiyah. Cairo, 1926+ [weekly] (PL-480)
Frequency changed, 1926-1957 daily
11
Anis. Kabul [n.d. ] [weekly]
CSt-H nos. 41, 47 (July 27, 1928, September 13, 1928)
Anis al-jalis; majallat nisa'iyah 'ilmiyah adabiyah fukahiyah...
Alexandria, 1898-1908. [monthly]
CSt-H 2 (nos. 1-12), Jan. -Dec. 1899





Apulu. Cairo, 1932-34. [monthly]
CSt-H 1 (nos. 1-11), 2 (nos. 1-4)
The Arab blind speaks.
See - -al-Kafif al- 'Arabi yatahaddath
Arab Postal Union.
See--Ittihad al-Barid al-'Arabi
al-'Arabi (Kuwait. Wizarat al-Irshad wa al-Inba') (PL-480)
Kuwait, 1958+ [monthly]
CSt-H nos. 5-6, 9-10 (April-May, Aug.-Sept. 1959)







Se e --al-Mu'alim al- 'Arabi
al-Arghul. Cairo, 1894-1900. [semi-monthly]




al-'Arusah. Cairo, 1925-1939. [weekly]
UU 3 (nos. 106-155), Feb. 9, 1927-Jan. 8, 1928
'Asabah; majallat adab wa fann. Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1936-55.
NjP 3-13, 19-25
al-Asma' al-tijariyah (U. A. R. Wizarat al-Tijarah wa al-Sina'ah.) (PL-480)
Cairo, 1951+ [monthly]
Asr al-tayaran. Cairo, 1955+ [monthly] (PL-480)
Association asiria, resista menual literaria historica y social
See--al-Jami'ah al-Suryaniyah
Aswat; majallat thaqafiyah. London, London University Press, 1961+ [quarterly]
CTY 1+ MH 1+
ICU 1+ MIU 1+





Awraq Lubnaniyah. Beirut, 1955+ [monthly]
CLA 1955-57 MH 1+




See -- Majallat al-Azhar
Baghdad. Ghurfat al- Tijarah. Majallat.
See - -al-Tijarah
S. ___. Taqrir. Baghdad, 1935+ [annual]
CSt-H 1-5 (1935-39)
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Baghdad. Jami'at al-Kulliyah al-Tibbiyah. Majallat. Baghdad 1935+
MIU 1 -21+
S. Kulliyat al-Adab. Majallat. Baghdad, 1959+ [annual]
MIU 1+DLC 1+
MH 2+
. . Kulliyat al-Tarbiyah.
See- -al-Ustadh
. . Kulliyat al-'ulun. Majallat. Baghdad, 1956+ [annual]
MH 1+
al-Balagh al-usbui. Cairo, 1926-1930. [weekly]
CSt-H [1] no. 10 (January 28, 1927) UU [l] nos. 32-58
(July 1 - December 30, 1927)
al-Bank al-Ahli al-Misri. Qism al-buhuth, Cairo. al-Nashrah
al-iqtisadiyah. Cairo, 1948+ [quarterly]
DLC 1+
al-Bank al-Markazi al-'Iraqi, Baghdad. Nashrat. Baghdad, 1952+ [annual]
MIU 1960+




al-Bank al-Sina'i, Gairo. Nashrat. Cairo, 1957+ [quarterly]
DLC 1+
Bara'at al-ikhtira' (U. A. R. Wizarat al-Tijarah wa al-Sina'ah. (PL-480)
Maslahat al-milkiyah al-sina'iyah) Cairo, 1951+ [monthly]
Barid al-Hijaz. Jedda, 1924-[n.d.]
DLC 1924 (November); 1925, (December)
14
al-Bayan. Cairo, 1911-21. [monthly]
DLC 1911-14
al-Bayan; majallat 'ilmiyah adabiyah tibbiyah sina'iyah.
Cairo, 1897-1898. [semi-monthly]
UJU 1 nos. 1-18 (March 1, 1897-August 16, 1898)
The Bee.
See - -al -Nahlah
Beirut. Ghurfat al-Tijarah wa al-sina'ah. Majallat. Beirut, 1951 + [bimonthly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 2, 3, 5 DLC [1961]+
Beirut. Universit6 Saint-Joseph
See -al-Ma shriq
Bina' al-watan. Cairo, 1959+ [monthly] (PL-480)
CSt-H [1] no. 1 (July 1, 1959), [1] no. 8-[2]no. 18, (Feb. -Dec. 1960)
[2] no. 20 - [4] no. 42 (Feb. 1961-Dec. 1962)+
NjP nos. 14-18, 20, 22-29+
Bint al-Nil. Cairo, 1945+ [monthly]
DLC 1951; April 1953-May 1957
al-Bulis (Nadi Dubbat al-Bulis) Cairo, 1954+ [monthly]
DLC [1954], Dec.; [1955]; May, July, Sept., Oct.,
Jan. 1956 -May 1959
Bulletin de 1'institut des etudes coptes
See--Cairo. Ma'had al-Dirasat al-Gibtiyah
Bulletin of the Egyptian Army.
See--Jaridat arkan harb al-jaysh al-Misri
Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts.
S ee--Cairo. Jami'at. Kulliyat al-Adab. Majallat
Cairo. Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyah. Nashrat. Cairo, 1949 -? [irregular]
MIU 1+ NN 1+
NjP 1+ NNC 1+
Cairo. Dar al-'ulum. Sahifat.
See- -Sahifat Dar al-'ulum.
Cairo. Fouad I University. Faculty of Arts.
See--Cairo. Jami'at. Kulliyat al-Adab
Cairo. L'institute des etudes coptes.
See--Cairo. Ma'had al-Dirasat al-Gibtiyah
Cairo. Institute des manuscrits arabes.
See--Cairo. Ma'had al-makhtutat al-'Arabiyah
Cairo. al-Jami' al-Azhar. Majallat
See - -Majallat al-Azhar
Cairo. Jami'at. Taqwim. Cairo .d. ]+
CSt-H 1950
. _ Kulliyat al-Adab. Majallat. Cairo, 1933+
-- Title also in English, Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts. [semi-annual]
CSt-H [1-3], [4], [14] IU [1]+
CU [1-2] MH 1+
CTY [1]+ MIU [1-2]+
DLC 1+ NN 1+
ICU [1]+ NNC 1, [2-3]+
NjP [1,4]+
. _. Kulliyat Dar al-'ulum. Sahifat.
See--Sahifat Dar al-'ulum
S. Kuiliyat al-Huquq. Taqwim kulliyat al-Huquq.
Cairo, 1936-[n.d.] [annual]
CSt-H 1936-39
K ulliyat al-'ulum. Dalil al-kulliyah.
Cairo, 1931-? [annual]
CSt -H 1931-3 2
. . Kulliyat al-Zira'ah.
See -- al- 'ulum al-zira'iyah
Cairo. Jami'at 'Ayn Shams. Kulliyat al-Adab. Hawliyat Kulliyat
al-Adab. Cairo, 1951+ [annual]
ICU 1-4 NjP 1-5
MH [1]
16
. . Kulliyat al-Huquq.
See--Majallat al-'Ulum al-Qanuniyah wa al-iqtisadiyah
Cairo. Ma'had al-Dirasat al-Islamiyah. Majallat. Cairo, 1958+ [annual]
CSt-H [1] MH 1+
Cairo. Ma'had al-Dirasat al-Qibtiyah. Majallat. Cairo, 1958+














Cairo. Ma'had al-Musiqa al-'Arabiyah.
See- -al-Musiqa
Cairo. Universit6 Fouad I. Faculte des Lettres.




See - -al - Shahba '
Character; an illustrated




Les conference du cenacle.








Customs & Excise magazine
See--Majallat al-Kamarik wa al-Makus
al-Dabbur. Beirut, 1923+ [weekly]
CSt-H nos. 1273, (Nov. 13, 1948); 1275-76 (Dec. 1949);
1289-90, 94, 96, 98 (March 6, 13, 20, April 10, 24, 1950);
1309-11, 1313, 1317, 20, 23, 28 (May 8, July 24, 31,
Aug. 7, 21, Sept. 18, Oct. 9, 30, Dec. 4, 1950)
DLC [1944, 46, 48, 50], [1953-56]
al-Dadd. Aleppo, 1930 ?+ [monthly]
CSt-H [19] nos. 8, 11, 12 (Aug., Nov., Dec. 1949)
[20] nos. 1-4 (Jan. - Ap. 1950)
DLC 1+
al-Dalil al-Misri. Cairo, 1917+ [annual]
CTY 34-37 (1950-53)






al-Diya'; majallat 'ilmiyah adabiyah sihhiyah sina'iyah. Cairo, 1898-1906. [semi-
monthly]
CSt-H 1-8 NjP 1-8
DLC 1-5 NN 3
al-Doctor
See - -al-Duktur
al-Duktur. Cairo, 1947+ [monthly] (PL-480)
al-Dunya. Damascus, 1945+ [weekly]
CSt-H [5] nos. 128-29 (Nov. 4, 11, 1949)
[6] nos. 184-5 (Dec. 1, 8, 1950)
18
L'Economie Libanaise et arabe
See--al-Iqtisad al-Lubnani wa al-'Arabi
The Economy of Lebanon and the Arab World.
See--al-Iqtisad al-Lubnani wa al-'Arabi
L'Egypte contemporaine.
See--Misr al-Mu'asirah
al-Fallah al-iqtisadi. Cairo, 1933+ [monthly]







The Egyptian journal of geology.
See--al-Majallah al-Misriyah li'ilm al-Jiyulujia





See--Majallat al-'imarah wa al-funun
al-Fann. Cairo, 1950+ [weekly]
DLC [1950] Nov.; [1951] July-August; 1952-58
Fatat Boston; educational, historical, literary Arabic monthly
magazine.
See- -Fatat Bustun
Fatat Bustun; majallat 'ilmiyah tahdhibiyah ruwa'iyah... Boston,
July 1919 - ?
-- Title also in English, Fatat Boston; educational, historical,
literary Arabic monthly magazine. [monthly]
IU [1] nos. 1-5 (July-Dec. 1919)
Fatat al-Jazirah. Aden, 1941+ [weekly]
DLC 1943-50
al-Fath. Cairo, 1926-[n.d.] [weekly]
CSt-H [8] nos. 380, 81 (Oct. 9, 19, 1933)
[9] nos. 434 (1936)
al-Fayyum. Fayyum, Egypt, 1894-95. [weekly]
CSt-H [2] nos. 1-13 (Jan. 3-Apr. 4, 1895)
ai-Fikr. Tunis, 1955+ [monthly]
CSt-H [4] - 7 MIU 5+
MH 1+ NjP 1+
al-Fikr al-'Arabi. Beirut, 1962?+
DLC 1962 (no. 3)
al-Filahah. (Jan'iyat Khirriji al-Ma'ahid al-Zira'iyah, Cairo)
Cairo, 1920+ (bimonthly)
al-Funoon; an Arabic review of literature and arts.
See- -al- Funun
al-Funun. New York, April 1913- Aug. 1918. [monthly]
DLC [2-3] NN [1] no. 1-6, 8-9; 2-3
ICU 1-3
NjP 1-3
al-Fusul. Cairo, 1931+ [weekly]
CSt-H Mar. 1934
al-Ghazal. Cairo, 1896-98. [biweekly]
NN June 1896-June 1897
al-Gharib. Cairo, 1936-42. [weekly]




Ghurfat al-Iskandiriyah (Alexandria. al-Ghurfah [monthly] (PL-480)
al-Tijariyah al-Misriyah) Alexandria, 1936+
DLC 1+
Ghurfat al-Qahirah (Cairo. al-Ghurfah al-Tijariyah) [monthly] (PL-480)
Cairo, 1936+
al-Hadaf (U.A.R. Idarat al-Ta'bi'ah) Cairo, 1956+ [weekly] (PL-480)
Hadarat al-Islam. Damascus, 1960+
MH [2]
Hadiqat al-akhbar. Beirut, 1858-1881. [weekly]





CSt-H [10]no. 8; [12] no. 7; [24] nos. 1,3,4, 7-10.
CU 28-31, [32] nos. 1-10
MH [13] no. 1
Hadyi al-Islam. Cairo, 1934-1946. [weekly]
CSt-H [1] no. 1 (April 1, 1934)
al-Hajj.
See--Majallat al-hajj.
al-Handasah; majallat fanniyah handasiyah shahriyah. Cairo,
1920-37. [monthly]
e C CSt-H [13] nos. 11, 12
al-Haqa'iq. Damascus, 1910-12. [monthly]
CSt-H 1-2
al-Haqa'iq. Madras, India, 1889-1890. [quarterly]
CSt-H [2] no. 4 (October, 1890)
21
al-Haqa'iq. Istanbul, Turkey, 1884-[n. d. ] [weekly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 1-10
al-Haqiqah. London, 1916-[n. d.] [semi-monthly]
CSt-H no. 102 (May 1, 1920)
Haqluna. Cairo, 1949+ [monthly] (PL-480)
al-Hasna'. Beirut, 1909-10. [monthly]
-- Title also in French, Revue feminine, morale sociale manusuelle
NNC 1911
Hawwa'. Cairo, 1957+ [weekly]
DLC April 1957-June 1959; 1962+
Hawwa 1 al-jadidah (Dar al-Hilal) Cairo, 1955+ [monthly]
DLC [1955] Oct., Nov.; [1956] July-Sept., Nov.; [1957] Feb.,
May-Dec.; 1958
al-Hayah; majallat usbu'iyah. Boston, 1915- [n.d. ] [weekly]
MH [1] nos. 4-10




al-Hidayah. Istanbul, 1910-1914. [monthly]
-- Previously published in Cairo from 1910-12.
CSt-H [4] nos. 1-8, 10, 11 UU 1-2
al-Hikmah (Beirut. Ma'had al-Hikmah) Beirut, 1950+ [monthly]
MH 1+ NjP [6] Nov. 1956-October, 1957
al-Hikmah al-Yamaniyah. Sana, Yemen, 1357 H. -? [quarterly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 103
22
al-Hilal (Dar al-Hilal) Cairo, 1892+ [monthly] (PL-480)
CLU 1+
CSt-H 1-49,[50], 51-64+
CU 1-22 (1892-1914); [25]-45
(Oct. 1917-1937)





MH 6,8, 10, 11,[36] no. 3
MIU 1+




Himarat munyati. Cairo, 1l98-1904. [weekly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 1-26; [2] nos. 1-3, 9-10, 13-23, 26-30, 38-39,
41, 43; [3] nos. 6,10,12,16; [4] nos. 1-4, 8-10, 18;




al-Huda al-Nabawi. Cairo, 1937+ [monthly]
UU 13-17, [19] nos. 1, 3-4
Huna al-Jaza'ir. Algier, 1952-55?
DLC 1952-55
al-Idha'ah. (U. A. R. al-Idha'ah al-Lasilkiya...) Cairo (PL-480)
1947+ [weekly]
DLC [1953-1959]
al-Ikhwan al-muslimun. Cairo, 1933-54. [weekly]
CSt-H [1935] no. 43 (April 14, 1935)
[1954] nos. 103 (May 20-June 2, 1954)
Microfilm: nos. 1-6, 10-19, 21-56, 58-82, 84, 95-96,
126-138, 141, 143-152, 154, 161-170, 172, 174-179,
182-187-189. (May 5-10, 15-29, 28-July 7, 10-August 7,
22-23, September 30-October 14, 17-30, November 2, 13-24,
26, 38-December 3, 8-14, 16, 1946)
23
al-Insaniyah; majallat 'ilmiyah tahdhibiyah fukahiyah diniyah
adabiyah. Cairo, 1907-12. [monthly]
NN [1] no. 12 (1908)
al-Insan. Istanbul, 1883-1885. [biweekly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 1-30 (1883-1884)
al-Iqtisad al-Lubnani wa al-'Arabi (Beirut. Ghurfat al-Tijarah
wa al-Sina'ah) Beirut, 1950+ [monthly]
MH 10+
al-Iqtisad wa al-muhasabah. Cairo, 1951+ [semi-monthly] (PL-480)
al-Iqtisad wa al-tijarah.
See--Sahifat al-iqtisad wa al-tijarah.
Iraq. al-Bank al-Markazi al-'Iraqi. Mudiriyat al-ihsa' wa al-abhath.
al-Nashrah al-Fasliyah. Baghdad, 19 ? ? +
CSt-H nos. 17-32 (Jan. 1956-Dec. 1959)
Iraq. Majlis al-A'yan. Mahadir. Baghdad, 1925+ [annual]
CSt-H 1925, 1925/26; 1926/27; 1927; 1928/29; 1930/31; 1932/33;
1933; 1933/34; 1939; 1941/42; 1942/43; 1944/45; 1947/48, 1948;
1950/51; 1951/52; 1952/53; 1953/54; 1954/55.
Iraq. al-Masraf al-Watani al-Iraqi. Mudiriyat al-Ihsa' wa al-Abhath.
al-Nashrah al-fasliyah. Baghdad, 1951+ [quarterly]
CSt-H nos. 5-15 (January 1953-July 1955).
Iraq. Mudiriyat al-Kamarik wa al-Makus. Majallat.
See--Majallat al-Kamarik wa al-makus.
Iraq. Mudiriyat al-zira'ah. Majailat.
See-- Majallat al-zira'ah al-' Iraqiyah.
Iraq. Wizarat al-Ma'arif.
See - -al- Ma'rifah.
Iraq academy, Baghdad. Journal
See--al-Majma' al-'ilmi al-'Iraqi, Baghdad. Majallat.
24
al-'Irfan. Seida, 1909+ [monthly]
CSt-H [3] no. 4 (March 1912)
al-Islah. St. Gallen, Lebanon, 1925+ [monthly]
CSt-H [2] no. 2 (July 1926)
al-Islab; sahifat diniyah 'ilmiyah ijtima'iyah akhlaqiyah. Mecca, 1928-30.
[monthly]
UU [1] (August 1928-July 1929); [2] 1-6, 8, 12-13 (July 22, 1929-
Dec. 2, 1929) Feb. 14, 1930, March 18, 1930-April 29, 1930)
al-Islam. Cairo, 1932+ [weekly]
CSt-H [2] no. 41 (Feb. 10, 1934; x [4] no. 1 (April 5, 1935)
al-Islam wa al-tasawwuf. Cairo, 19 58+ [monthly] (PL-480)
CTH 4+ NjP 1-2
al-Istidiu. Cairo, 1947-51. [weekly]
DLC [1948] March, May-December; 1949-March 1951.
al-Ithnayn (Dar al-Hilal) Cairo, 1934+ [weekly]
DLC 1942-1959
al-Ittihad. Cairo, 1956+ [biweekly]
CSt-H [1957] nos. 9-10, (Feb. 16-March 1, 1957)
al-Ittihad. Tetuan, Morocco, 1927+
NN [1] no. 1 March 1927
Ittihad al-Barid al-'Arabi (al-Maktab al-Da'im Lil-Ittihad al-'Arabi,
Cairo) Cairo, 1955+ [quarterly]
DLC 3+





al-Ittihad al-'Uthmani. Beirut, 1908-1913.
-- daily from 1908-1910. [weekly]
CSt-H [1910] September
Jaddat al-Rashad; majallat ijtima'iyah akhlaqiyah.
Homs, Syria, 1923+ [monthly]
NN [1] nos. 4-5, 7-12 (April-May, August-December 1923)
al-Jadid. Cairo, 1928-37. [weekly]
UU [2] nos. 29-52 (August 12, 1929-Jan. 20, 1930)
[3] nos. 1-31 (Feb. 3, 1930-Sept. 1, 1930)
al-Jamhur. Beirut, 1936+ [weekly]
CSt-H [1943] no. 263 (Feb. 22, 1943); [1948] nos. 524-27
(Sept. 31, October 21, 1948); [1949-50] nos. 570, 72-616;
(November 15, December, 1949-December 9, 1950)
al-Jami' al-Azhar. Majallat.
See --Majallat al-Azhar
al- -- mi'ah. Alexandria, Egypt, 1899-1906. [semi-monthly]
CSt-H [3] no. 8 (June 1902)
al-Jami'ah. Cairo, 1930-1948. [weekly]
CSt-H [4] nos. 90, 111 (October 19, 1933; March 15, 1934)
al-Jami'ah al-Suryaniyah; majallat, adabiyah, tarikhiyah, ijtima'iyah...
Buenos Aires, 1934+ [monthly]
NN 1+
Jami'at al-diwal al-'Arabiyah. Idarat al-Shu'un al-ijtima'iyah wa
al- sihhiyah. Halaqat al-dirasat al-ijtima'iyah lil-diwal
al-'Arabiyah. Cairo, 1950+ [irregular]
NjP 1949; 1952; 1954.
Jami'at al-diwal al- 'Arabiyah. Ma'had al-makhtutat al-'Arabiyah.
See--Cairo. Ma'had al-Makhtutat al-'Arabiyah
26
al-Jam'iyah. New York, 19 37-?
NN [5] no. 15-17; [6] nos. 1-11; [7] no. 1
al-Jam'iyah al-Misriyah li al-dirasat al-tarikhiyah, Cairo.
See--al-Majallah al-tarikhiyah al-Misriyah
al-Jamlyah al-Misriyah lil-Iqtisad wa al-Ihsa' wa al-Tashri', Cairo.
See- -Misr al-mu'asirah
al-Jamiyah al-Suriyah li-Iktisab al-'Ulum wa al-Funun, Beirut.
A'mal, Beirut, 1852-[n.d.]
CTY 1852
Jam'iyat al-Athar al-Qibtiyah, Cairo. Majallat, Cairo, 1935-[n.d.]
MIU 1-10 (1935-45)
Jam'iyat al-Dirasat al-Islamiyah, Cairo. Majallat.
See--Cairo. Ma'had al-Dirasat al-Islamiyah. Majallat
Jam' iyat al-Ma'arif al-Durziyah, Beirut. Taqrir. Beirut, 1906-[n. d. ] [annual]
CSt-H 24 (1930)
Jam'iyat Makarim al-Akhlaq al-Islamiyah, Cairo. Majallat.
Cairo, 1925+ [monthly]
CS-H [11] no. 3 (March 1935)
Jam'iyat al-Malaji' al- Abbasiyah wa Makarim al-Aklaq al-Islamiyah,
Cairo. Majallat.
See--Majallat al-Malaji' al-'Abbasiyah wa makarim al-akhlaq
al-Islamiyah
al-Janan. Beirut, 1870-1911? [semi-monthly]
CSt-H 1870-77; [1878]nos. 6, 21, 24; NjP 1872-73
[1879] no. 11 NN [1875] nos. 10, 11
DLC 1870-77; 1879 -81
Jaridat arkan harb al-jaysh al-Misri (U. A. R. wizarat al-Harbiyah)
Cairo, 1873-77. [monthly]
MB [1] no. 6 MH [3] nos. 1-2; 4
al-Jawa'ib. Istanbul, Turkey, 1861-1883. [weekly]
NjP 8-11 (April 1868-Feb. 1872)
27
al-Jazirah. Riyad, Saudi Arab'i, 1960 [monthly]
CSt-H [2] nos. 1-8 (April 1961-November 1962)
al-Jihad. Berlin, 1915+
CSt-, nos. 1-17; 19-34; 36-39; 41-49; 51-66; 69-83 (March 1915-
October 1918)
al-Jil; majallat al-usrah. Cairo, 1962+ [weekly] (PL-480)
al-Jinan
See--al-Janan
Jordan. Majlis al-A ' yan. [Madabit]. Amman, 1954+
CSt-H [1] October 25, Nov. 4, Dec. 3, 1954; [2] Jan. 10, April 11,
Nov. 7, 12,28, 1955; [3] Feb. 6, 13, 20, 27, April 2, Dec. 22,
30, 1956; [4] Oct. 4, 1959-Jan. 31, 1960.
Jordan. Majlis al-Ummah. [Madabit] Amman, 1954+
CSt-H Nov. 1, 1954; Nov. 1, 1955;
[1] nos. 1-6, 8-10 (Oct. 25-Nov. 25, Dec. 9-23, 1956)
[4] nos. 10-15, (Dec. 20, 1959-Jan. 24, 1960)
[5] nos. 1-18 (Nov. 1, 1960-April 6, 1961)
[6] nos. 1-9 (Nov. 11-Dec. 31, 1961)
Jo .. nal of Geology.
See- -al-Majallah al-Misriyah
Journal of Iraq Academy.
See--al-Majma' al-'ilmi al-'Iraqi, Baghdad. Majallat.
Journal of Law.
See--Majallat al-huquq
Journal of Labor and Social Affairs.
See--Majallat al-'amal wa al-shu'un al-ijtlma-iyah
Journal of Modern Education.
See - -Majallat al-tarbiyah al-hadithah
al-Jundi. Damascus, 1950+ [weekly]
CSt-H [1950] nos. 78, 79 (Nov. 15, Dec. 1, 1950)
DLC [1951-62]
28
al-Jundi al-Lubnani. Beirut, 1942+ [monthly]
DLC, 1942; 43; 44; [1945] June; [1955] Feb., Sept. -Nov.;
[1956] Jan., March, [1960] June-Nov.; [1961] Jan. -
March, Aug. -Nov.
al-Kafif al-'Arab yaab taddath (al-Lajnah al-Thaqafiyah 111 'umrmyi
bi al-sharq al-Awsat, Cairo). Cairo, 1958+ [ quarterly]
MIU 3 (1961)
al-Kalam al-jadid. Amman, 1952? + [monthly]
ICU Sept. 1952-August, 1953
al-Kalimahb
See--Majallat al-Kalimah. New York
al-Kashkul. Cairo, 1914 - [n.d.] [weekly]
CSt-H [6] nos. 264, 291, 92, 97, 98, 310, 11, 13, 14 (1926-1927)
[7] nos. 318-21, 347, 351-54, 56; (1927-28)
[9] nos. 456 (1930)
[13] nos. 666, 668, 669 (1934)
al-Kashkul al-musawwar.
See- -al-Kashkul
al-Kashshaf. Beirut, 1927+ [nd.] [:monthly]
CSt-H [2] no. 2 (1928)
al-Katib; majallat al-thaqafah al-insaniyah. Cairo, 1961+ [monthly] (PL-480)
CSt-H nos. 1-6; 16-21 (April-Sept. 1961; July-Dec. 1962)
CTH no. 13 (April 1962)
MH no. 1-
NjP nos. 1-4, 10-15
al-Katib al-Misri; majallat adabiyah... Cairo, 1945-48. [quarterly]
CLU 1-8 (1945-48) MIU 1-8
CSt-H 1-8 NjP 1-8
SDLC 1-8 UU 1-4; [5]; 6-7
ICU 1-8
al-Kawakib. Cairo, 1951+ [ weekly]




Khayal al-zill. Cairo, 1907-1926. [weekly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 1-28 (March-October, 1907); 17-18 (November 1924-
June 11, 1925)
al-Kitab (Dar al-Ma'arif). Cairo, 1945-1953. [monthly]
CSt-H [1945-1948] MH 1945
CU 1945-July 1947, 1-2 no. 1-9 NjP 1946-1953
DLC 1945-1952 NNC 1948-1952,
ICU 1945-1953
al-Kitab al-muqaddas fi al-'Alam. (Beirut Bible Society, Beirut)
Beirut, 1954+
CSt-H [1] nos. 1-6 (1954-55); [2] no. 8 (1956); [3] nos. 9-10
(1956); [4] nos. 11-13 (1956-57)
Kitabat Misriyah. Cairo, 1956+
MHE [1] nos. 1-2 (March-June 1956),
Kitama (Tetuan. Delegation del Ministerio de Education National,
Juventud y Deportes). Tetuan, 1953-1959.
--. *itle in Spanish and Arabic
CTY 11-14 (1958-59)
al-Kulliyah (American University of Beirut). Beirut, 1910-32. [monthly]
CSt-H 8 nos. 3-6 (Jan. -April 1922)
ICU [8] nos. 4, 6 [9] no. 7; 10-18 (1923/24-1931./32)
NjP 12-18.
NN 1-11; [12] nos. 104, 6; [13] nos. 2, 4-6; 14-18
Kulliyat al-maqasid al-Islamiyah. Beirut, 1955+
DLC April 1955-Dec. 1960
Kuwait. Da'irat al-matbu tat wa al-nashr.
See--al-Turath al-'Arabi
Kuwait. Wizarat al-Irshad wa al-inba'
See--al-'Arabi
30
Lajnat Hifz al-'Athar al-'Arabiyah, Cairo... Mahadir al-jalasat.
Cairo, 1884-[n. d. ] [annual]
UU 1(188); 3 (1885); 6-26 (1889-1909)
al- Lata'if. Cairo, 1886-1896? [monthly]
CSt-H 2,4-5, 7,
UU 1.
al-Lata'if al-musawwarah. Cairo, 1915-1941. [weekly]
CSt-H [12] no. 614 (Nov. 15, 1926; [15] no. 679 (Feb. 15, 1928);
[20] no. 995 (March 9, 1934)
Latakia. al-Majlis al-tamthili. Mahadir. Latakia, Syria, ?
CSt-H 1931-35
The Lebanese Medical Journal.
See- -al-Majallah al-tibbiyah al-Lubnaniyah
Lebanese Papers.
See--Awraq Lubnaniyah
The Lebanon Legal Review.
See--al-Nashrah al-qada'iyah al-Lubnaniyah
Lebanon. Majlis al-Nuwwab. Mahadir. Beirut, 1934+
CSt-H 1934-39, 1943-60
NNC 1937-58
Lebanon. Wizarat al-'Adl. Nashrat.
See--al-Nashrah al-qada Tiyah al-Lubnaniyah
Lebanon. Wizarat al-Iqtisad al-Watni. Mashahat al-ihsa'
al-'ammah. al-Nashrah al-ihsa'iyah. . .Beirut, 1950+ [quarterly]





.Lisan al-'Arab. Istanbul, 1913 [n. d.] [monthly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 2, 4-5; [4] no. 1
al-Liwa'. Beirut, 1962+ [monthly]
CSt-H 1+
Liwa' al-Islam. Cairo, 1947+ [monthly] (PL-480)
IU 1+ UU 1+
Loghat al-'Arab.
See- -Lughat al-'Arab
Love; weekly religious journal.
See - -Muhabbat
Lughat al-'Arab. Baghdad, 1911-31. [monthly]
CSt-H [4] nos. 2-12 (1926-27); [6] nos. 6, 11-12 (1928);








al-Maghrib al-'Arabi. Rabat, Morocco, 1953 ?-[n.d. ] [monthly]
CSt-H [7] nos. 85-6 (Nov., Dec. 1959)
al-Majallah. Beirut, 1933+ [monthly]
NN [19] nos. 1-2 (March-April 1933)
al-Majallah; majallat diniyah 'ilmiyah adabiyah ijtima'iyah.
Istanbul, 1912 -? [monthly]
CSt-H [4] no. 3 (1915)
32
al-Majallah; sijil al-thaqafah al-rafi'ah. Cairo, 1957+ [monthly] (PL-480)
CSt-H [4]nos. 47, 49-58; MH 3+
[6] nos. 65-71 NjP 1-6




al-Majallah al-'Arabiyah wa al-'alam al-jadid. .. New York,
October 1916+ [monthly]
NN [8] nos. 1-8 (1916-17)
al-Majallah al-Batrikiyah; tarikhiyah tiimiyah...
Beirut, 1926+ [monthly]
-- Title varies--al-Majallah al-Surriyah, 1926-29.
NN [8] nos. 1-3, 5 (1933)
al-Majallah al-jadidah. Cairo, 1929-41? [ monthly]
CSt-H [3] no. 2 (Feb. 1934)
UU [2] no. 10 (August 1931); [3] nos. 1, 5 (Jan., May 1934);
[6] no. 4 (April 1937); [7] no. 12 (Dec. 1938)
al-Majallah al-jina"iyah al-qawmiyah (Cairo. al-Ma'had al-qawmi
lil-buhuth al-jina'iyah). Cairo, 1958+ [3 nos. a year]
DLC 1+
al-Majallah al-madrasiyah. Cairo, 1903-[n.d.] [monthly]
CSt-H 1 (1903)
al-Majallah al-misriyah li'ilm al-ji ulujia (al-Jam'iyah al-jiulujia
al-Misriyah, Cairo). Cairo, 1957+ [ semi-annual]
MIU 1+ NNC 1+
al-Majallah al-musiqiyah.
See- -al- Musiqa
al-Majallah al-qada'iyah. Beirut, 1926+ [monthly]
CSt-H [29] no. 10 (October 1949);
[31] nos. 8, 9 (August 1951)
MIU 1+




al-Majallah al-tarikhiyah al-Misriyah (al-Jam'iyah al-tarikhiyah









al-Majallah al-tibbiyah al-Lubnaniyah (Niqabat al-attibba', Beirut).
Beirut, 1947+
DLC [1954] no. 5; [1957] no. 6
MIU [1957] nos. 4, 5; 1958-1962
al-Majallah al-tibbiyah al-Misriyah (al-Jamt iyah (PL-480)
al-tibbiyah al-Misriyah, Cairo). Cairo, 1917+ [monthly]
al-Majallah al-tijariyah al-Suriyah al-Amirikiyah.
New York, December 1918-June 1926. [monthly]
NN 1-8 (December 1918-June 1926)
al-M-jallah al-zira'ivah (U. A.R. Wizarat al-Zira'ah. Qism al-Irshad).







Majallat al-ahkam al-sharliyah. Cairo, 1902-20. [monthly]
CSt-H [1] no. 2




Majallat al-akhbar al-Islamiyah. Jerusalem, Israel, 1957+
MH 1+
Majallat al - 'Alam al-jadid.
See--al-'Alam al-jadid. New York, 1910 and al-Majallah
al-'Arabiyah
Majallat al-'amal wa al-shu'un al-ijtima'iyah
(Syria. Mudiriyot al-'Amal wa al-shu'un al-Ijtima'iyah).
Dimascus, 1950+ [bimonthly]
MH 1960+
Majallat 'ayn shams. Cairo, 1900 -20? [monthly]
DLC 1917-20
Majallat al-Azhar (Cairo. al-Jami t al-Azharl Cairo, 1930+
-- Title varies: from 1930-35 under title Nur al-Islam. [monthly]
CLA 1-30 (1930-59) IU 1-29
CSt-H 1+ MH 1+
CTY 1+ NJ P 1+








Majallat al-hajj. Mecca, 1947+ [monthly]
DLC [2]
NjP [1-3], 8-13 (1954-59)
Majallat al-Hoqouq.
See--Majallat al-huquq
Majallat al-huquq; lil-buhuth al-qanuniyah wa al-iqtisadiyah
(Alexandria, Jami'at. Kulliyat al-Huquq). Alexandria, 1943-8 ? [quarterly]





Majallat al-'imarah wa al-funun. Cairo, 1952 +
ME 1-8 (1952-57)
Majallat 'ilm al-nafs (Dar al-Ma'arif) Cairo, 1945-53. [ 3 times a yr.]
NjP 1-8 (1945-53) NNC 1-6 (1945-50)
Majallat al-Islam wa al-tasawwuf.
See--al-Islam wa al-tasawwuf
Majallat al-jaysh al-Misri, (U. A. R. Wizarat al-Harbiyah wa al-Bahriyah)
Cairo, 1938+ [bimonthlyl
DLC 1938+
Majallat al-kalimah. New York, 1906-33. [semi-monthly]
DLC 1906-12, 1931-32
NN 1-14, [15-16]
Majallat al-kamarik wa al-makus (Iraq. Mudiryat al-kamarik wa
al-makus).Baghdad, 1955+ [quarterlyji






Majallat al-majallat. Cairo, 1935-56. [weekly]
CSt-H [5] no. 170 (Jan. 16, 1937)
Majallat makarim al-akhlaq al-Islamiyah.
See - -Jam'iyat makarim al-akhlaq al-Islamiyah
Majallat al-makhtutat al-'Arablyah.
See - -Cairo. Ma'had al-Makhtutat al- Arablyah. Majallat
Majallat al-malaji' al-'Abbasiyah wa makarim al-akhlaq al-Islamiyah.
Alexandria, 19 01/13 40H+ [monthly]
CSt-H [14] nos. 5-6 (1913)
36
Majallat al-Mar'ah al-Ifriqiyah wa al-Asiawiyah (PL-480)
(Tadamun al-Shu'ub al-Ifriqiyah wa al-Asiawiyah, Cairo).
Cairo, [n. d. ] +
Majallat al-muhami. Beirut, 1921+
MIU 1-36 (1921-56)
Majallat al-Muhandisin. Cairo, 1945+ [monthly] (PL-480)
DLC 1+
Majallat al-muwazzafin (U. A. R. Diwan al-Muwazzafin). (PL-480)
Cairo, 1956+ [monthly]
DLC 1+
Majallat nashr al-fada'il wa al-adab al-Islamiyah. Cairo, 1933-45.
[monthly]
CSt-H [2] no. 10 (March 1935)





Majallat al-rabitah al-adabiyah (Jam'iyat al-Rabitah al-adabiyah,
Damascus) Damascus, 1921+ [n. d. ]
CSt-H [1] nos. 1-9 (1921-22)
NjP [1] no. 4
Majallat risalat al-hayah.
See--Risalat al-hayah.
Majallat al-saba, 1917- [n.d. ].
See- -al-Majallah al-'Arabiyah.
Majallat Sarkis. Cairo, 1905-26. [semi-monthly]
DLC 1905-8 NN 1913 (April-May)
Majallat al-sayyidat wa al-rijal. Alexandria, 1925-30. [monthly]






Majallat al-Shurtah wa al-amn al-'am.
See--Sawt surlyah
Majallat silah al-hudud.
See -- Silah al-hudud
Majallat al-Sudan al-iqtisadiyah al-maliyah
(Sudan. Wizarat al-Maliyah wa al-iqtisad).
Khartoum, 1961+
-- Sudan economic and financial review.
MIU 1+
Majallat al-suhuf al-'Arabiyah. Tunis, 1960+ [monthly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 5, 7, 10,15 (1960)
Majallat al-ta'awun; Lisan hal al-harkah al-ta'awuniyah fi Misr




Majallat al-tarbiyah al-asasiyah (Sirs al-Layyan, al-Markaz al-dawli
Lil-tarbiyah al-asasiyah fi al-'alam al-'Arabi). Sirs al-Layyan,
Egypt, 1953+ [quarterly]
DLC [7] +
Majallat al-tarbiyah al-hadithah (American University at Cairo).











Majallat al-zira'ah al-'Iraqiyah (Iraq. Mudiriyat al-Zira'ah) Baghdad,
1946+ [quarterly]
-- Title also in English, a quarterly magazine of Iraqi agriculture
CLA 9-10 (1954-55) I Z-15 (1987-60)
DLC 1+
IU [7] no. 3 (July/Sept. 1952); 8+
MH [8] no. 1(1953); [14] nos. 3, 4, 5, 8-11 (1959)
MIU [10] nos. 2-3 (1955); [14] nos. 6-7 (1959); 15+
Majallati. Cairo, 1934-45. [weekly]
CSt-H [1] no. 2 (December 15, 1934); [4] no. 38 (July 15, 1936).
UU 1-5 (1934-37)
al-Majallatu 'zzira'ati l-Iraqiyah.
See--Majallat al-zira'ah al- 'Iraqiy h
al-Majma' al-'ilmi al-'Arabi, Damascus. Majallat. Damascus, 1921+ [monthly]
CLA 31+ (1956+)
CSt-H [4] nos. 3-11 (1924); [7] nos. 9-10 (1927); [10] nos. 11-12













al-Majma' al-'ilmi al-'Iraqi, Baghdad. Majallat. Baghdad, 1950+ [ annual]
CLA 1+ * MH 1+
CSt-H 1-2, 4 NjP 1-8
CU 1-4 NN [1-2]
CTY 1-2 NNC 1-2
ICU 1-8 (1950-61)
39




Majma' al-Lughah al-'Arabiyah, Cairo. Majallat. Cairo, Oct. 1934+
-- Title also in French, Revue de l'academie de langeu arabe fannual]
CLA 1-3 (1935-37); 5 (1948); 9 (1957)
CSt-H 1-4 (1934-37); 8-10 (1955-58); 12 (1960)






al-Majma' al-Misri Lil thaqafah al-'ilmiyah; Cairo, al-litab al-sanawi.
Cairo, 1930- [n.d.] [annual]
NjP 1-4 (1930-33)
UU 1-14 (1930-43); 18-23 (1948-53)
al- Ma jmu'ah al-iqtisadiyah.
See--Aleppo. Ghurfat al-Tijarah
al-Majmu'ah al-rasmiyah li-ahkarn al-mahakim.
See--U. A.R. Wizarat al-'Adl. al-Majmru'ah al-rasmiyah
Makarim al-akhlaq al-Islamiyah.
See--Jamr'iyat nmakarim al-akhlaq al-Islamiyah
al-Makshuf. Beirut, 1935-? [weekly]
DLC [1944-45]
NN nos. 348-51; 378-81; 384-86; 388; 390-91; 394-95; 401-3;
406; 411-15 (1944-45)
al-Manar. Cairo, 1898-1940. [monthly]
CLA 1-34 (1898/1315 - 1935/1354)
CSt-H 1, 3-4, 6-19, 23-32, 34
DLC 1-34
ICU 1-9; 11-35
IU 1, 3-20, 25-32
MH- 1-34
NjP 1,3-4; 6-19; 23-34
NN [29] nos. 102, 4, 6, 8, 10; [30] nos. 102, 4-5, 7-10; [31]
nos. 106, 8-10, [32] nos. 1-10; [34] nos. 6-7, 10; [35] nos. 2-3
UU 1-35
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al-Manarah al-Misriyah. Cairo, 1935-53. [weekly]
CSt-H [7] nos. 42, 44-46 (December 17, 31, 1934, Jan. 7, 23, 1935)
al-ManheL
See -- al-Minhal




al-Mar'ah al-jadidah. Beirut, 1921-27. [monthly]
CSt-H [7] nos. 1, 2 (Jan., Feb. 1927)
Mari Jirjis (Dar al-Nashr al-Qibtiyah). Cairo, 1948+ [monthly]
CTH 1962








al-Ma'rifah. Cairo, 1931-34? [monthly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 1-8, 10-11 (May-December 1931, Feb. -March 1932);
[2] nos. 2-10 (June 1932-Feb. 1933); [3] nos. 1-4 (May-
August 1933)
UU [1] nos. 3-11 (July 1931-March 1932); [2] nos. 5-10 (Sept.
1952-Feb. 1933); [3] nos. 1-8 (May 1933-May 1934)
Mary Guirjuis.
See--Mari Jirjis




DLC 1-16, 19-35, [37] 38-44, 46+
ICU 1+





NN 1-20; [21]; 22-25, [26], 27-37
NNC 1-41 (1898-1939); 48-
1954+
al-Ma ssarah; majallat Bitrikiyat al-Run al-Kathulik. Harrisa, Lebanon,
1910+ [monthly]
CSt-H [34] no. 7 (July 1948)
al-Maw'id; majallat fanniyah sina'iyah. Cairo [n.d.] [monthly] (PL-480)
al-Mawrid al-safi. Beirut, 1909-40. [monthly]
CSt-H [6-7] (1921-)
DLC [5] (1913); [6] (1921); [7] (1921-22); [9] (1923); [16] (1931);
[20] (1939-1940)
Minbar al-athir. Baghdad [n. d.] +
CSt-H [1945] (Jan. -May)
Minbar al-Islam; majallat al-thaqafah al-Islamiyah (U. A. R. Wizarat al-





al-Minhal. Mecca, 1937+ [monthly]
CSt-H [18] no. 10-12; 19; [20] nos. 1-9
IH [21] -
Misr al-hadithah al-musawwarah. Cairo, 1927- [n.d.] [weekly]
DLC 1927-30
UU 1 (1927); 2 (1928S-29); 3 (1930); 4 (1940)
Misr al-mu'asirah (al-Jam iyah al-misriyah lil-iqtisad (PL-48 0)
wa al-ihsa' wa al-tashri', Cairo). Cairo, 1910+ [quarterly]
-- Title also in French, 1'Egypte contemporaine.
CLA 1+











Misr al-sina'iyah. Cairo, 1925+ [monthly] (PL-480)
MH 37+ (1961)+
al-Misriyah. Cairo, 1937-40 [semi-monthly]
.CSt-H [1] nos. 2 (March 1, 1937)
al-Mitraqah. Cairo, 1924-43 [weekly]
CSt-H [16] no. 235 (Feb. 4, 1937)
al-Moktaba s
See--al-Muqtabas
Morocco. Maslahat al-Idha'ah al-'Arabiyah.
See--al-Athir.
al-Mu'allim al-'Arabi (Syria. Wizarat al-Tarbiyah wa al-ta'alim).
Damascus, 1948+ [8 nos. a yr.]
DLC 1952+
MH [1] nos. 2-5 (1948); [2] nos. 2-8 (1948-49); [3] nos. 1-2, 3,
5-6 (1949-50)
*NNC-T4+ (1950)+
al-Mu'allim al-awwal (Ittihad al-Mu'allimin al-ilza miyyin Cairo).
Cairo, 1951+ [monthly] (PL-48 0)
al-Mu'-ilim al-jadid (Iraq. Wizarat al-Ta'lim).
Baghdad, 193 5+ [bimonthly]
CSt-H [3] no. 2 (April 1938); 4-17; [18] no. 4-5 (Nov. 1955)




NNC -T [1]; [3-7]; [9]; 10; [11-12]; 13; 24+ (1960) +
al-Mudhik al-mubki. Damascus, 1929+ [weekly]
CSt-H [20] nos. 740-46 (Nov. -Dec. 1949); [21] nos. 745-6,
748-76; 754-62, 764-67, 770; 772-3; 779 (1951)
al-Muhabbah; nashrah diniyah. .. Cairo, 188 7+ [vwe ekly]
MB [1] nos. 1-24 (July-Dec. 1887)
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Muhadarat al-nadwah. Beirut [n. d.] [monthly]
CSt-H [1947] nos. 1-7; [1948] nos. 1-11; 11950] 1-12; [1951]
nos. 1-12; [1952] 1-4, 7-12; [1953] nos. 1-12; [1954] nos. 1-6







al-Muhandisun al-'Askariyun (U. A. R. al-Jaysh. Silah al-Muhandisin).
Cairo, 1951+ [quarterly]
DLC 1+
al-Muhit; majallat 'ilmiyah tarikhiyah ijtima'iyah zira'iyah.
Cairo, 1902-14 [monthly]
MH 1-12 (1902-14)
al-Mujtama' al-'Arabi (U. A. R. Wizarat al-Shu tun al-'jtima'iyah wa al-'amal)
Cairo, 1957+ [monthly]
DLC 1+
al-Mukhadanah. Cairo, 1927-1934. [weekly]
CSt-H [1] no. 40 (October 28, 1927)
al-Mukhtar (Dar Akhbar al-Yawm). Cairo, 1943+ [monthly]
DLC 1943-48
NN [5] no. 26; [7] nos. 4'2-30, 45 (1945-47); 8 (1948)




al-Muntada. Jerusalem, 1945 - [n. d. ] [weekly]
NN [1945] (June-July); [1946] (Jan. 27, Feb. 8-May 17, 29);
[1947] (Jan. 3, 17, Feb. 28)
al-Muntaqid. Alexandria, 1908-1914? [monthly)
-- Previously issued in Beirut, v. 1 no. 1
CSt-H [2] nos. 1-5, 7-10 (1910); [8] no. 2 (1914)
al-Muqtabas. Cairo, 1906-14 [monthly]
-- Previously issued in Damascus; v. 1
CSt-H 3 (1908-9) NjP 1-8
DLC 1-4, 6 NN [1] no. 9
MH 11
al-Muqtataf. Cairo, 1876-52 [ monthly]
CLA 1-23; [24-25];26-41; [42]; .43-49; [50-52]; 53-59; [60-611;
62; [63]; 64-65; [66-67]; 68-9; [70]; 71-73; [74]; 75-9; [80];
81-5; [86]; 87-8; [89]; 90-3; [94]; 95; [96]; 97; [981; 99; [100];
101-7; [108]; 109-113; [114-119]; 120; [121]
CSt-H 1024; 26-30; 3-60; [62-63]; 64-73; [74]; 77-79; [801; 81-121
CTH [30-33]
CTY 4-5 (1879-1917); 63-65 (1923-24)
DLC 1877-1904; 1910-33; 1936-51
ICU 63-97 (1923-1940)
MH 1-118 (18 76-1948)
NjP 7-8, 10; 23, 27-93
NN 3; 8; 32-67; [68-69]; 70-79; [80-81]; 82+
UU 1-121
Musamarat al-jayb (Dar al-jayb). Cairo, 1945-51. [weekly]
DLC 1948-51
al-Musawwar (Dar al-Hilal). Cairo, 1924+ [weekly]
CSt-H nos. 118, 120 (Jan. 14, 28, 1927) nos. 173, 175 (Feb. 3,
17, 1928); no. 487 (Feb. 1934); nos. 1174-5 (April 11, 18. 1947);




MIU nos. 1473-1524 (1953); nos. 1525-77 (1954), nos. 1630-81
(1956)
NN [1931] March 8




al-Mushir. Cairo, 1894- [n.d. ] [weekly]
NN 2-3; nos. 64-154 (Dec. 14, 1895-Oct. 23, 1898)
al-Musiqa (Cairo. Malhad al-Musiqa al-'Arabiyah), Cairo, 1935-41 [semi-monthly]
DLC [1935] May and Dec.
al-Muslim; majallat al-'ashirah al-Muhammadiyah. Cairo, 1951+ [quarterly]
(PL-480)
NjP 1-9 (1951-59)
al-Muslimun. Damascus, 1951-54? [monthly]
DLC 1952-54
NjP 2 (Nov. - 1952-August 1953)





al-Mustami' al-'Arabi. (British Broadcasting Corporation, London)
London, 1940-52. [semi-annual]










Se e- -Muhadarat al-Nadwah
al-Nafa'is al-'asriyah. Jerusalem, Palestine, 1908- [n.d. ]
-- Published in Jaifa, 1908-12 [monthly)
NN 6. (1914)
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al-Nafir. Haifa, Palestine, 1904+
-- Published in Alexandria, Egypt under the title, al-Nafir
al-'Uthmani, 1904-8 and in Jerusalem, 1909-12. [weekly]
NN [25], nos. 30-40 (May-July 13, 1928 )
Nahdat Ifriqiyah.. .Cairo, 1957+ [monthly] (PL-480)
CSt-H [4-5] nos. 43-60 (May 1961-March 1962) +
NN 1957+
UU 1-4 (1958-61) +
Nahdat al-Shabibah. Cairo, 1930-35. [weekly]
CSt-H [6] nos. 119-20 (Feb. 21, 28, 1934)
al-Nahlah. London, 1877-79 ? [biweekly]
-- Title also in English, the Bee
NN 1-2 (June 1877-June 1879)
al-Nahlah (Seida Dir al-Mukhlis). [weekly]
Seida, Lebanon, 1946+
DLC 1954+
Nashr al-Fada'il wa al-adab al-Islamiyah.
See--Majallat Nashr al-fada'il wa al-adab al-Islamiyah
al-Nashrah al-Bitruliyah (U. A. R. al-Hay'ah al-'ammah Lil-Bitrul).
Cairo, 1958+ quarterly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 3, 4; 2; 3 no. 1
DLC 1960 +
al-Nashrah al-Ifriqiyah al-Asiawiyah (Tadamun (PL-48 0)
al-Shu'ub al-Ifriqiyah wa al-Asiawiyah, Cairo).
Cairo, 1958+ [monthly]
al-Nashrah al-iqtisadlyah (Damas cus. Ghurfat al-Tijarah). Damascus, 1922+
[ quarterly]
CSt-H [27] nos. 3-4 (1950); [30] nos. 1-3 (1952); [31] nos.
1-2, 4 (1953); [32] nos. 1, 2, 4 (1954)
DLC 1950, 1954-58
al-Nashrah al-iqtisadiyah li al-Bank al-Ahli al-Misri.
See--al-Bank al-Ahli al-Misri. Qism al-Buhuth
al-Nashrah al-iqtlsadiyah li-Bank Misr.
See--Bank Misr
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al-Nashrah al-iqtisadiyah al-Misriyah. Cairo, 1920-22. [weekly]
CSt-H [1] (June 12, 1920)
al-Nashrah al-Misriyah lil-matbu'at (Cairo. Dar al-Kutub
al-Misriyah. Shu'bat al-Ida' al-Qanuni), Cairo, 1956+ [3 nos. a yr.]
CU 1+ Nj P 1+
DLC [1+]+ UU [1]+
IU 1+
MH 1+
al-Nashrah al-qada'iyah al-Lubnaniyah (Lebanon.
Wizarat al-'Adl). Beirut, 1944+ [monthly
-- Title also in French, Revue judicial Lebanaise.




al-Nashrah al-tashri'iyah (U. A. R. Wizarat al-'Adl (PL-480)
Mahkamat al-naq)4. Cairo, 1952+ [monthly]
CSt-H [1959] (Oct. and Nov.)
al-Nashrah al-thaqafiyah... (U. A. R. Wizarat al-thaqafah wa
al-Irshad al-qawmi). Cairo, 1956+ [quarterly]
-- Supersedes--al-Sijil al-thaqafi, 1949-52
CSt-H [2] 1956; [3] nos. 1-3 (1958)





al-Nashrah al-usbu'iyah (American Mission in Beirut).
Beirut, 18 71-98 ? [weekly]
CTY 1 (1871)
NN 1898
Nashrat Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyah.
See--Cairo. Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyah
Nashrat al-naql al-jawwi wa al-bahri wa al-barri.
Cairo [n. d. ] +
DLC 1959+
48
Nashrat Qanat al-Suways. (U. A. R. Hay'at Qanat al-Suways)
al-Isma'ilia, Egypt, 1958+ [annual]
CSt-H 1958-60






al-Nibras. Beirut, 1909-10 [monthly]
CSt-H [2] nos. 5, 7, 10 (1910)
al-Nida' al-ijtima'i (Jam'iyat al-nida' al-ijtima'i, Baghdad).
Baghdad, 1953+
CSt-H nos. 1-2 (1955-56)
al-Nil. Cairo, 1926-54 [weekly]
CSt-H no. 221 (Feb. 11, 1929)
al-Ni'xmah (Batrikiyat Antakiyat al-Urthudhuks).
Damascus, 1909+ [monthly]
NN 2, 4 (1910, 12)
al-Nizam al-jadid; silsilat al-abhath al-qawmiyah al-ijfima'iyah.
Damascus, 1950 [n. d ]
CSt-H nos. 8, 10-18 (August 1950-March 1952)
Nour al-Islam review.
See--Majallat al-Azhar
Nur al-Islam, 1930-35 .
See--Majallat al-Azhar
Nur al-Islam. Cairo, 1936+ [ monthly]
D LC 1949 -53
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al-Nur al-tawfiqi. Cairo, 1888-89 ? [semimonthly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 1-10 (1888-89)
al-Nuwwab. Cairo, 1926-27? [weekly]
CSt-H [1] no. 21 (Jan. 23, 1927)
Official bulletin of the native tribunals.
See--U. A. R. Wizarat al-'Adl. al-Majmu'ah al-rasmiyah
Oil Caravan.
See--Qafilat al-zayt
Oman. Maktab Imamat urnafn. Nashrat ikhbarijah shahriyah.
Cairo [n. d. ] [monthly]
CSt-H nos. 1-11 (Nov. 23, 1957-Dec. 1, 1958)
The Professor.
See-al-Ustadh
al-Qada'; majallat huquqiyah (Niqabat al-Muhamiyyin fi al-'Iraq,
Baghdad). Baghdad, 1935+ [quarterly]
MIU [14] no. 1 (1956); 16-18 (1958-60); [19] nos. 1, 2 (1961)
al-qada' al-shar 'i
See--Majallat al-qada' al-shar'i
al-Qafilah. Jerusalem, 1947-48. [weekly]
NNnos. 9, 11-14, 16-22, 25-27, 29, 32-34, 36, 38-39,
41-43, 45-52 (1947-48)
Qafilat al-zayt (Arabian Oil Company).
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, 1953+ [monthly]
-- Title also in English, Oil Caravan
CSt-H 1+ Nj5 4-5, 7-8
MiH 1+
al-Qanun (Syria. Wizarat al-'Adl). Damascus, 1949+ [monthly]
NJP 1+
al-Qanun wa al-iqtisad. Cairo, 1931+ [quarterly] (PL-480)
NJP 2-9, 15-19, 22-25.
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A Quarterly Magazine of Iraqi Agriculture.
See--Majallat al-zira'ah al-'Iraqiyah
al-Quwwat al-musallahah. Cairo, 1955+ [monthly] (PL-480)
DLC 1955, [1956], 1957, [1961]
al-Radyu. Damascus, 1946 ?+ [weekly]
CSt-H [8] nos. 116-117 (Dec. 25, 1949-Jan. 1, 1950);
[4] nos. 122, 125, 127-132 (Feb. 19, Mar. 13, 30-April 30, 1950)
al-Raqib. Cairo, 1911-1928 [weekly]
CSt-H [15] no. 5 (Feb. 10, 1927)
Rauz al-yusuf
See--Ruz al-Yusuf
Rawdat al-ma'arif. Beirut, 1908+ [biweekly]





Revue de i'academie royale de langue arabe.
See--Majma' al-Lughah al- ' Arabiyah. Cairo, Majallat
Revue de l'institute des manuscrits arabes.
See--Cairo. Ma'had al-Makhtutat al-'Arabiyah
Revue feminine, morale sociale menusuelle.
See--al-Hasna'
Revue judicial lebanaise.





Revue al-'ulum al-qanuniyah wa al-iqtisadiyah.
See--Majallat al-'ulum al-qanuniyah wa al-iqtisadiyah
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al-Risalah. Cairo, 1933-53. [weekly]
CSt-H [1]-7 (nos. 2-321); [16] nos. 799,803
DLC 1-15 (1933-49)
MH 1933-1953
NJP nos. 1-50, 79-390, 392-1025
UU 2
al-Risalah al-jadidah (Dar al-Tahrir lil-Tab'wa al-Nashr).
Cairo, 1954+ [monthly]
DLC [1954-1957]
al-Risalah al-mukhlisiyah. Beirut, 1954+? [weekly]
DLC 1+
Risalat al-hayah (Jam'iyat al-hayah al-qibtiyah al-urthudhuksiyah,
Cairo). Cairo, 1934+ [monthly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 2, 4, 5 (Dec. 1934; Feb., March 1935)
Risalat al-'ilm (Jam'iyat khirriji kulliyat al-'ulum, Cairo).
Cairo, 1936+ [quarterly]
NjP 1-9
Risalat al-Islam (Dar al-Taqrib bayn al-Madhahib al-Islamiyah,
Cairo). 1949+ [quarterly] (PL-480)
UU 1, [2] nos. 2-4; [3•nos. 1, 3-4; [4] no. 2; [5] no. 3;
[6] nos. 1-2; [7] no. 3; [8] nos. 1, 3; [9] nos. 1-2; [10] nos.
1, 2, 4; [11] nos. 1, 3-4; [12]nos. 1-2
Risalat al-muhabbah (Jam'iyat al-muhabbah al-qibtiyah al-urthudhuksiyah. ..
Cairo). Cairo, 1935+ [monthly] (PL-480)
al-Riwayah. Cairo, 1937-53. [semimonthly]
UU [1] nos. 1-22 (Feb. 1, 1937-Dec. 15, 1937)
al-Riyad. Jedda, 1954+ [weekly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 105, 6; [2] nos. 9-12
al-Riyadah al-badaniyah (Nadi al-Qahirah) Cairo, 1920+ [monthly]
CSt-H [1934], [1935]
52








NjP 1954; [1955]; [1956]
UU 196 2+
al-Rusafah. Baghdad, 1328 H. + [semiweekly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 21
al-Sabah. Cairo, 1900+ [weekly]
-- Previously in Alexandria, 1900-1903.
CSt-H [10] no. 386 (Feb. 17, 1934); no. 1067 (Mar. 7, 1947)
Sabahal-Khayr. Cairo, 1951+ [weekly] (PL-480)
CSt-H nos. 142; 309 (Sept. 25, 1958-Dec. 7, 1960)
DLC [1956-60]
al-Sahhah. New York, 1912 [n. d. ] [ monthly]
-- Title also in English, The Health.
NN 1-3 (Aug. 1912-Aug. 1915)
al-Sahifah al-zira'iyah al-shahriyah (U. A. R. Wizarat al-zira'ah.
Qism nashr al-thaqafah al-zira'iyah) Cairo, 1946+ [monthly]
DA 1+
DLC 1+
Sahifat Dar al-'ulum. (Cairo. Jami'at. Kulliyat Dar al-'ulum).
Cairo, 1934-46. [quarterly]




Sahifat al-iqtisad wa al-tijarah. Cairo, 1924-[n. d.]
.1934 [biweekly]
CSt-H [9]nos. 1-7 (Jan. -Nov. 1933)
Sahifat al-Jami'ah al-Misriyah (Majlis Ittihad al-Jami'ah
al-Misriyah). Cairo, 1929-39. [monthly]
CSt-H [3] nos. 2, 3 (Jan., Apr. 1933)
Sahifat al-tijarah wa al-sina'ah
See--al-Tijarah wa al-sina'ah
Samir (Dar al-Hilal). Cairo, 1956+ [weekly] (PL-480)
al-Sarkhah. Cairo, 1930-54 [weekly]
CSt-H [5] no. 29 (Feb. 25, 1934)
Sawt al-Bahrayn. Beirut, 1949?- [monthly]
CSt-H [4] nos. 1-9, 10 (1953)
Sawt al-Mar'ah. Beirut, 1945 ?+ [monthly]
CSt-H [5] no. 12 (Dec. 1949); [6] nos. 2-4, 7, 10, 11 (1950)
Sawt al-Sharq. Cairo, 1952+ [monthly] (PL-480)
Sawt'Suriyah. Damascus, 1953+ [ monthly]
NjP nos. 2-21 (Feb. 1953-Sept. 1954)
Sawt al-tahrir (Hay'at ai-Tahrir, Cairo). Cairo, 1953+ [weekly]
DLC 1954-57
Sawt'uman. (al-Ittihad al-'umani, Cairo). Cairo, 1958+ [monthly]
DLC [1] nos. 1-4, 6-10
al-Sayyad. Beirut, 1943+ [weekly] (P1-480)
DLC [1944-47]; [1953]; 1954-55; [1956]; [1960]+
al-Sayyad; majallat adabiyah fukahiyah intiqadiyah.
Shirbin, Egypt, 1925-26? [ monthly]
UU 1 (Sept. 10, 1925-June 1, 1926)
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al-Sayyidat wa al-rijal.
See--Majallat al-sayyidat wa al-rijal
Scholastic Magazine.
See--al-Majallah al-madrasiyah
al-Shahba'. Aleppo, 1933-38? [monthly]
NN [8] nos. 1-3; 5-12; 9; [10] nos. 1-4, 7-12; 11; [12] nos. 4, 7-11
al-Shahr. Cairo, 1958+ [monthly] (P1-480)
al-Shajarah; majallat zira'iyah 'ilmiyah fanniyah tawjihiyah.
Beirut, 1949+
CSt-H [3] no. 1 (1951)
Shajarat al-Durr; majallat nisa'iyah 'ilmiyah adabiyah fanniyah
fukahiyah. Alexandria, 1901[n. d.] [monthly]
-- Text in Arabic and Turkish
NN [1] no. 4 (1901)
al-Sharq. Cairo, 1957+ [monthly] (PL-480)
al-Shifa'; sahifat tibbiyyzh jirahiyah 'ilmiyah wa 'amaliyah.
Cairo, 1886-1892? [monthly]
UU 1 (Feb. 1886-Jan. 1887)
Shitr (Dar Majallat al-Shi r). Beirut, 1957+ [quarterly]
DLC 1+ MIU 1+
SICU 1+ NjP 1+
MH 1+ NN 1+
al-Shira'. Beirut [n.d.1 [weekly]
CSt-H nos. 115-127; 130-150; 152-56; 159-62; 165-167
(1949 -1950)
al-Shubban al-Muslimin (Jam'iyat al-Shubban al-Muslimin, Cairo).
Cairo, 1926+ [monthly] (PL-480)




e e - -al-Nashrah al-thaqafiyah
al-Sijun.
See--al-sujun
Silah al-Hudud ( U. A, R. l-Jayuh. Silah al-HIudud).Ca4ro, 1952+ t[semrannual]
DLC 1959+
Sindbad. Cairo, 1952+ [weeklyl (PL-480)
Subul al-Rashad. Baghdad, 1914-? [n. d. ] [monthly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 1-10 (1914-15)
Sudan. Wizarat al-Maliyah wa al-Iqtisad.
See--Majallat al-Sudan al-iqtisadiyah wa al-maliyah
Sudan Economic and Financial Review.
See--Ma.jallat al-Sudan al-iqtisadiyah wa al-maliyah
al-Sujun (U. A. R. Maslahat al-Sujun) (PL-480)
Cairo, 1955+ [monthly]
DLC 1+
Sumar; 'ilmiyah tabhath fi athar al-'Iraq al-qadimah (Iraq.
Mudiriyat al-Athar al-'Amah). Baghdad, 1945+ [2 nos. a yr.]
ICU 1+ NJP 1+
MH 1 + NN 1+
MIU 1+ NNC 1+
Syria. Mudiryat al-'Amal wa al-Shu'un al-ijtima'iyah.
See -- Majallat al-'amal wa al-shu'un al-ijtima'iyah
The Syrian - American Commercial magazine.
See--al-Majallah al-tijariyah al-suriyah al-Amirikiyah
al-Ta'awun (U. A. R. Wizarat al-zira'ah.. Qism al-Tarawun).
Cairo, 1929+ [bimonthly]




al-Tahrir (U. A. R. Idarat al-Shu'un al-Amah lil-Quw-wat al-Musallahah).
Cairo, 1952+ [weekly]
CSt-H nos. 1-29; 38-81 (Sept. 17, 1952+ Oct. 21, 1953);
(Jan. 5-Nov. 3, 1954)
DLC 1952-1959
MH no. 273+ (July 1958+)
al-Talib al-Jaza'iri (al-Ittihad al-'amm lil-Talabah al-Muslimin
al-Jaza'iriyyin, Tunis).Tunis, 1958+ [monthly]
CSt-H [1] no. 2; [3] no. 3
al-Taqwa (Jam'iyat al-Wa'z al-Islami, Cairo). Cairo, 1924-43. [monthly]
CSt-H no. 134 (1935)
al-Tarasanah (Niqabat 'ummal al-Wirash al-Amiriyah, Cairo)
Cairo, 1955+ [monthly]
DLC [1955]
al-Ta'rif bi-masadir al-tarbiyah al-assasiyah.
Sirs al-layyan, Egypt, 1953+ [quarterly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 2-4; 2 (1953-55)
al-Tariq. Beirut, 1942+ [monihly]
CSt-H [6] no. 1 (Jan. 1947)
DLC 1942-43; 1945; 1952-55
Tariq al-Sharq. Cairo, 1951+ [monthly] (PL-480)
al-Thaqafah. (Lajnat aI-Ta'lif wa al-Tarjamah wa al-Nashr, Cairo)
Cairo, 1939-53. [weekly]
CSt-H [1]nos. 1034 (Jan.-Aug. 1939); [6] nos. 271, 272, 279
(1944); [7] no. 353 (Oct. 2, 1945); [10] no. 515 (Nov. 9, 1948)
DLC 1-2, 4-9
MH 1-14 (nos. 1-732)
NjP 1-14
UU 1-14
l-Thaqafah. Damascus, 1933+ [monthly]
NNC 1960+
57
al-Thaqafah al-Islamiyah (Jam'iyat al-thaqafah al-Islamiyah,
Baghdad) Baghdad, 1956+ [monthly]
CSt-H [4] nos. 1, 2-9 (1959)
al-Thaqafah al-jadidah. Baghdad [n. d.] monthly]
Cstw- n*. A (Dee. 1958)
al-Thaqafah al-wataniyah. Beirut, 1958+ [monthly]
DLC [1958]
Thaqafat al-Hindd (Haydar Abad, India. Majlis al-Hindd Lil-Rawabit
al-Thaqafiyah) Haydar Abad, India, 1950+ [quarterly]
DLC 19 5 0+
NjP 1-8
al-Thawrah (Munazzamat al-Shabab, Cairo) Cairo, 1954-57 [weekly]
DLC July 1954-April 1956
al-Tijarah; majallat iqtisadiyah (Baghdad. Ghurfat al-Tijarah).
Baghdad, 1937+ [monthly]
! . ,-
CSt-H [17] nos. 6-12; 18-23, [24] nos. 1-4 (June 1954-Dec. 1961)
DLC 1-19
MH [16]+
al-Tijarah wa al-Dara'ib. Cairo, 1960+ [monthly] (PL-480)
Tijarat al-Sharq al-Awsat. London, 1961 +- [monthly]
MH 1+
al-Tijarah wa al-sina'ah (U. A. R. Maslahat al-Tijarah wa al-Sina'ah)
Cairo, 1924-50. [quarterly]
CSt-H [9] no. 12 (Dec. 1932); [10] no. 11 (Nov. 1934)
al-Turath al-'Arabi (Kuwait, Da'irat al-Matbu'at wa al-Nashr fi
al-Kuwait). Kuwait, 1960+
NNC nos. 1-4, 6-7
al-'Ulum (Dar al-'ilm Lil-malayyin) Beirut, 1956+ [ monthly]
CSt-H 1-7 MH 1 +
CU 1+ MIU 1+
DLC 1+ NjP 1+
58
al-'Ulum al-siyasiyah (Ittihad Khirriji al-'ulum al-siyasiyah, Cairo).
Cairo, 1956+ [monthly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 1, 4-6, 9-10, 12
DLC 1+
al-'Ulumn al-ziratiyah (Cairo, Jani'at, Kulliyat al-Zi'raah)
Cairo, 1948+
-- Title also in English, Agricultural Science
IU 1-5; [6] 7-13
NjP 1-6
al-'Umran. Cairo, 1902-28 [monthly]
-- Frequency varies, 1902-1925, weekly




United Arab Republic. Barlaman. Majlis al-Nuwwab. Mazdabit.
Cairo, 1924-52. [irregular]
CSt-H 1, [3] no. 2-3, 7, 9-10
NNC 1-10




. Diwan al-Muwazzafin. Mvajallat.
See--Majallat al-Muwazzafin
* al-Hay'ah al-'Amah lil-Bitrul. Nashart.
See--al-Nashrah al-bitruliyah
. Hay'at Qanat al-Suways, al-Nashrah al-shahriyah.




___ . Hay'at Qanat al-Suways. Nashrat.
See--Nashrat Qanat al-Suways
59
. Idarat al-Da'ayah wa al-Nashr.
See- -Sawt al-Tahrir







. al-Jaysh. Silah al-Hudud. Majallat.
See--Silah al-Hudud
_. Silah al-Muhandisin, Majallat.
See--al-Muhandisun al-'askariyun.
0 Mah kamat al-Naqd. Majmu'at al-ahkam.. .
Cairo, 1950+
cst-H [2-5], [8-10]
. Wizarat al-'Adl. al-Majmu'ah al-rasmiyah lil-
makakim al-'ahliyah. Cairo, 1900+ [monthly] (PL-480)
MIU 1-58 NjP 1-3
. . Mahkamat al-Naqd.
See--al-Nashrah al-tashri'iyah
. Wizarat al-Harbiyah wa ai-Bahriyah.
See--Jaridat arkan harb al-jaysh al-Misri
See--Majallat al-jaysh al-MisrJ
. Wizarat al-Maliyah wa al-Iqtisad. Maslahat 'umum
al-Ihsa'. al-Nashrah al-shahriyah li al-ihsa'at al-zira'iyah,
Cairo, 1946+ [monthly]
-- Text in Arabi and English
-- Title also in English, Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural
and Economic Statistics
CSt-H [1946-47]; [1949], [1952]
60
. . . Nashrat usbu'iyah 'an al-mawalid wa
al-wafiyat wa al-amrad al-mu'diyah.
Cairo, [n.d. ]+ [weekly]
-- Title also in English -weekly returns of births, deaths and
infections diseases.
CSt-H [1948] no. 29; [1957] no. 25.
_ Wizarat al-thaqafah wa al-Irshad. Nashrat.
See--al-Nashrah al-thaqafiyah






al-Usbu'. Cairo, 1933-1947. [weekly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 13-15 (Feb. 21-May 7, 1934)
al-Usbu' al-'Arabi. Beirut, Lebanon, 1960+. [weekly] (PL-480)
al-Ustadh. (Baghdad. Jami'at. Kulliyat al-Tarbiyah)
Baghdad, 1953+
-- Title also in English, the Professor
MH 4-9 (1955-61)+
NjP 8
al-Ustadh. Cairo, 1892/93 [n. d.] weekly]
CSt-H [1] nos. 9-11, 18-20, 23-25, 29-33, 35-38, 40-41
NjP nos. 1, 8
NN [1]
UU [11] nos. 22-42
al-'Usur. Cairo, 1927-30. [bimonthly]
UU 1-7, (nos, 1-34)
Wadi al-Nil. Cairo, 1866-717? [biweekly
UU 4 (April 1870-March 1971)
al-Waqt. Beirut [n. d. ] [weekl•
DLC [1959-62]
61
al-Wa'y; majallat thaqafiyah mus-awwarah. Karachi, Pakistan, 1952+ [bimonthlyl
CTY 7-9 (1960-62)+
al-Wihdah al-'Arabiyah. Buenos Aires, [n.d.] [monthly]




al-Yaqazah al-'Arabiyah; surat al-fikr al-mu'asir.
Damascus, 1946+ [monthly]
CSt-H nos, 1-2 (1946)
al-Zahra'; adabiyah 'ilmiyah fanniyah. Baghdad, 1942- [n.d. ]
NjP 1-5
al-Zahra'. Cairo, 1924-29. [monthly]
NjP 1-5 UU 1-4
Zamil al-Fallah (U. A. R. Wizarat al-Zira'ah). Cairo, 1930-45. [nonthly]
CU nos. 161-172 (Jan. 1944-May 1945)
al-Zira!ah al-'Iraqiyah.
See--Majallat al-zira'ah al-'Iraqiyah
al-Zuhur. Cairo, 1910-13 ? [monthly]
CSt-H 2-3
DLC 1
1 4 *-A , * C ^ * * i * * * * * * * * * * >
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